Chem 20 Unit 2  Gases
Dr. Martyn Poliakoff
Proudly Presents:

Charles'
Law

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

The Periodic Table
Movie of the Day!!!

Nov 177:09 AM

Oct 42:30 PM

Problems in Transportation

POS Checklist
illustrate how Boyle's and Charles's laws,
¨
individually and combined, are related to the ideal gas
law ﴾PV = nRT ﴿
http://gizmodo.com/gadgets/video/anti+heliummakesjaylenotalklikevingrhames
276771.php

Imagine trying to get around Paris in the
late 18th century. Cars are about 130
years away. If you want to get
somewhere, you walk or take a horse.

That was neither
exciting nor dangerous
enough for the fun
loving French.

Oct 85:52 PM

It was around this time
that a pair of brothers
named Montgolfiere
decided to build a large
balloon and fill it with a
special gas they called
"Montgolfiere gas".

Nov 177:14 AM

But what was this strange "Montgolfiere gas"? Helium?
Hydrogen?
Nope.
It was all a giant scam. And the first person to see through
this scam? Physicist Jacques Charles.

The first flight (in which
the basket was filled
with a sheep, a rooster
and two ducks) was a
success!

Nov 177:18 AM

Nov 177:23 AM
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Activity: Charles' Applet Activity

(Backup numbers if the internet is not working...)

 shows relationship
between temperature and
volume
 graph the data on graph
paper (V vs. T)
 what type of relationship exists here?

 what is the yintercept value and what does it represent?
http://www.chem.iastate.edu/group/Greenbowe/sections/projectfolder/flashfiles/gaslaw/charles_la
w.swf

Nov 177:42 AM

Temperature and Volume of Gases
In the 18th century, Charles performed some
experiments with gases and temperature. After
years of experimentation, he came to the following
result.

Oct 85:45 PM

Essentially, Charles stated that as gases are heated, they
expand (increase in volume).
He used this statement to prove that the mysterious gas in
the Montgolfiere balloons was just air which was heated up.

So, how exactly did that hot air balloon
work?

"For a gas with a constant pressure and mass, as
the temperature increases, the volume increases,
and visa versa."

*Note that Charles decided to fill his balloon with
hydrogen. It worked like a charm for a week, then blew
up. This started a long history of hydrogen balloons
going up in flames.

Nov 177:24 AM

Charles' Law
Charles stated that as the temperature of a gas
increases, so does the volume. This can be written
as...

VαT

If we follow the same logic used to formulate Boyle's
Law, we can create an expression relating the initial and
final states of a gas.

ki = kf

If we are talking about the
same gas in the initial and
final state...

V1 = V2
T1 T2

then the ratio of volume to
temperature will be the same
before and after heating.

Reads "volume is
proportional to
temperature."

To remove the proportionality, we must introduce a
constant, k.

V = kT

Nov 177:27 AM

where k = gas constant

Nov 177:29 AM

Charles' Law

Nov 177:36 AM
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The Kelvin Scale

Temperature Scales
The idea of absolute zero as the lowest possible
temperature lead to the invention of a new scale for
temperature proposed by Scottish Physicist Lord Kelvin at
the turn of the 20th century. This scale is called the Kelvin
scale.

starts at 0 K (zero kelvin) : thus 273o C = 0 K
water melts at 273 K : thus, 0

o

C = 273 K

water boils at 373 K : 100o C = 373 K

To convert from degrees to kelvins, add 273.
To convert from kelvins to degrees, subtract 273.
THIS IS THE SCALE YOU MUST USE FOR
CHARLES' LAW!

Nov 177:55 AM

ex) At 25.0o C, a sample of nitrogen gas has a volume of 45.0
L. What will the volume be at 348 K?

Nov 177:58 AM

ex) A sample of oxygen gas has a volume of 345 mL at
SATP. What is the volume of gas if the temperature is
raised by 75 K?

Nov 178:02 AM

ex) At 17.0o C, a sample of gas has a volume of 45.0 L.
What must the temperature be raised to in order to
change the volume to 65.0 L? Express your final answer
in K.

Nov 178:03 AM

ex) A sample of gas has a volume of x mL. How does the
volume change if the temperature of the gas:
a) doubles

b) halves

c) increases by a factor of 5

Nov 178:04 AM

Oct 122:47 PM
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HW: pg 156 #14  18

Nov 178:05 AM
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